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Identity 
Hugo: CENTG1 
Other names: Posphoinositide-3-kinase enhancers 
(PIKE)-A; AGAP-2; GGAP2; KIAA0167 
Location: 12q14.1 

DNA/RNA 
Description 
CENTG1 gene, located on reverse strand, comprises of 
18439 bp, which consists of 20 exons and 19 introns. 

Transcription 
Transcription of CENTG1 takes place in a telomeric to  

centromere orientation. Two isoforms, namely PIKE-L 
(3579) and PIKE-A (3938 bp) were identified. No 
systematic investigations on the production of the two 
isoforms have been reported but it is suggested that 
they were produced through alternative splicing and 
utilization of transcription initiation site. Transcription 
of PIKE-L begins at exon 2 through 20. Transcription 
of PIKE-A utilizes another initiation site which begins 
at exon 1 through 20. Moreover, exon 15 is skipped 
during the transcription of PIKE-A. 

Pseudogene 
No pseudogene of CENTG1 has been reported. 

 
 

Schematic diagram of the CENTG1 gene. The exon numbers are labeled. 
 

 
 

Schematic diagram of PIKE-A protein. PIKE-A contains a GTPase domain, a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, an ADP ribosylation 
factor-GTPase activating protein (Arf-GAP) domain and ankyrin repeats (ANK). 
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Protein 
Description 
PIKE-A proteins contains 836 amino acids (about 91 
kDa). It possesses a GTPase domain (aminoacids 143-
300), a pleckstrin homology (PH) domain (aminoacids 
343-552), an ADP ribosylation factor3 GTPase 
Activating Protein (Arf-GAP) domain (aminoacids 
577-695) and ankyrin repeats (ANK) (aminoacids 702-
291). PIKE-A could be cleaved at Asp474 and Asp592 
during apoptosis. However, phosphorylation of PIKE-
A by Fyn at Tyr682 and Tyr774 protects this apoptotic 
cleavage. 

Expression 
PIKE-A mRNA is ubiquitously expressed. Northern 
blot analysis revealed that the highest expression was 
found in brain (cerebellum, cerebral cortex, occipital 
pole, frontal lobe, temporal lobe and putamen) 
followed by spleen, thymus and periphery blood 
leukocytes. Detectable amount of PIKE-A mRNA 
could be found in lung, liver, and small intestine. No 
signal was detected in heart, placenta, kidney, prostate 
gland, pancreas, testis, ovary and colon. 

Localisation 
PIKE-A localizes in both the cytoplasm and the nucleus 
in COS-7, NIH3T3 and CRL-2061 sarcoma cells. In 
HEK293 cells, PIKE-A exclusively locates in the 
cytoplasm. Within the NIH3T3 nucleus, PIKE-A 
resides in the nucleolus. 

Function 
PIKE-A is a GTPase that catalyze the bound GTP to 
GDP. Its intrinsic GTPase activity is regulated by its C-
terminal Arf-GAP domain and PI(3,4,5)P3. In the 
studies aiming at determining the GTPase activity of 
various PIKE-A domain in vitro, it was found that the 
GTPase activity of PIKE-A was dampened when the 
Arf-GAP domain was absence. Further studies revealed 
that full-length PIKE-A possessed negligible GTPase 
activity in the absence of phosphatidylinositol lipid 
which could be enhanced in the presence of 
PI(3,4,5)P3. It is suggested that phosphatidylinositol 
lipids may regulate PIKE-A conformation through its 
PH domain, leading to the C-terminal Arf-GAP domain 
accessible to its GTPase domain and accelerating its 
intrinsic GTPase activity. 
PIKE-A is also a physiological interacting partner of 
protein kinase B (Akt). It was reported that PIKE-A 
specifically interacted with the regulatory domain and 
partial catalytic domain of activated Akt thorough its 
GTPase domain. Moreover, this interaction was 
guanine nucleotide dependent as the presence of 
GTPgammaS strongly stimulated their binding. 
Through interacting with PIKE-A, both basal and 
growth factor (e.g. EGF) stimulated Akt activity is 
greatly enhanced. This enhanced Akt activity is not 

triggered by uplifting PI3-kinase activity as PIKE-A 
neither interacts with PI3-kinase nor affects its activity. 
Instead, PIKE-A maintains and initiates Akt activation 
directly in both U87MG and LN-Z308 cells. 
Overexpression of PIKE-A in U87MG glioblastoma 
cells promotes cell proliferation and enhances its 
invasion activity by stimulating Akt activity. In 
contrast, depletion of PIKE-A decreases U87MG 
viability upon staurosporine treatment via enhancing 
apoptosis. 

Homology 
PIKE-A is a member of gamma subfamily of centaurin 
GTPase superfamily, which consists of alpha, beta, 
gamma, and dela subfamilies. Centaurin gamma 
subfamily has three members which are gamma1 
(PIKE-A), gamma2 (CENTG2) and gama3 (CENTG3). 
PIKE-A shares only about 56% and 47% amino acid 
identity with CENTG2 and CENTG3. 

Mutations 
Germinal 
No germinal mutation of CENTG1 has been reported. 

Somatic 
PIKE-A mutation was observed in bone sarcoma 
CRL2098 (R182G, V591M and deletion of aa 756-
777), neuroblastoma NGP-127 (T232I), glioblastomas 
M067 (V119A, S666P) and SF188 (A315V, L360E, 
E431V and N583D). These mutations altered the GTP 
binding, GTPase activity and cellular localization of 
PIKE-A. PIKE-A mutant from NGP-127 hydrolyzed 
GTP into GDP more potently than those from 
CRL2098, M067 and SF188. On the other hand, GTP 
binding to PIKE-A is more profound in CRL2098, 
M067, SF188 mutant than NGP-127 mutant. All PIKE-
A mutants showed similar cytoplasmic localization 
patternin HEK293 cells under basal condition. 
However, when the cells were stimulated with EGF, 
those mutants from CRL2098, M067 and NGP-127 
aggregated in perinuclear zone. No such aggregation 
was detected in mutants from SF188 cells. 
Furthermore, cellular morphological transformation 
from regular round shape to spindle-shaped refractile 
morphology was observed in NIH3T3 cells transfected 
with PIKE-A mutants derived from M067 and SF188 
cells. 

Implicated in 
Glioblastoma 
Cytogenetics 
Chromosome 12q13-q15 is frequently amplified in 
brain tumors. This chromosomal region contains the 
MDM2, CDK2 and CENTG1 gene. Subsequent studies 
revealed CENTG1 was substantially amplified in 
glioblastoma cell line TP366, LN-Z308 and CRL-2061 
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genome in addition to a normal CENTG1 on 
chromosome 12. Further, PIKE-A is markedly 
amplified as double-minute chromatin bodies in SF-
188. This amplification occurs in about 16.7% of 
primary glioblastoma and 11.1% of glioblastoma cell 
lines. 

Oncogenesis 
In addition to overexpression in glioblastoma TP366, 
LN-Z308, CRL2061 and SF188 cells, mutation of 
PIKE-A is observed in M067 and SF188 glioblastoma. 
Studies using nontransforming NIH3T3 cells revealed 
that overexpression of these PIKE-A mutants strongly 
promoted cell proliferation in an anchorage-
independent manner possibly through enhanced Akt 
activity. In U87MG glioblastoma, which has low 
PIKE-A expression, overexpression of PIKE-A mutants 
derived from M067 and SF188 greatly enhanced Akt 
and ERK phosphorylation, thereby enhancing cell 
proliferation and invasion, and preventing apoptotic 
cell death. 

To be noted 
Note: PIKE-A is overexpressed in human cancers 
derived from a great variety of tissues including breast, 
ovary, colon, stomach, lung, kidney, bladder, vulva, 
uterus, cervix, rectum, testis and skin. 
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